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orld GDP growth fell to
2.9% this year – its lowest
rate since the financial cri-

sis – and is expected to remain stuck
at 3% over the next two years, accord-
ing to the OECD’s latest Economic
Outlook, titled “ Weak trade and in-
vestment threaten long-term growth”.

Global trade is stagnating and is drag-
ging down economic activity in al-
most all major economies. Growth in
the US is forecast to slow to 2% in
2020 and 2021. In the euro area and
Japan, growth is expected at around
1% while the deceleration in China’s
expansion is set to reach 5.5% in

2021, compared with 6.6% last year.
Risks of even weaker growth remain
high, including from an escalation of
trade conflicts, geopolitical tensions
and the possibility of a sharper-than-
expected slowdown in China. 
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The broad equity index that represents
large and mid-cap equity performance
across 23 developed markets countries
advanced 2.8% in US dollar terms in No-
vember. The index covers approximately
85% of the free float-adjusted market cap
in each country.
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Investors in 
wait-see-mode
Almost half of big investors- such as
pension schemes, endowments and in-
surance firms- predict a stock-market
drop in 2020. The finding, from an an-
nual survey  by    Natixis Investment
Managers of 500 funds worth a collec-
tive $15tn, marks an uptick in scepti-
cism from last year, as investors are in
wait-and-see mode, hamstrung by po-
litical turmoil.

LISTINGS

MARKETS DATA

More tech IPOs
in Tel Aviv
Israel Securities Au-
thority (ISA) is banking
on U.S. financial serv-
ices group Jefferies’
membership  on  the
Tel Aviv Stock Ex-
change (TASE) to help
boost initial public of-
ferings (IPOs) from the country’s high
tech companies. “The mission of Jef-
feries is to lead IPOs of Israeli high
tech companies into Tel Aviv” Ms.
Anat Guetta (pictured), chair of the
ISA told Reuters.
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CRUDE OIL 
BREND $ / bbl    62.3

GOLD $ toz 1,511.0

SILVER    $ / toz   17.2

SURVEY

COMMODITIES

Energy commodity prices rebounded
5.3% in November, led by crude oil
(+5.5%) the World Bank Pink Sheet re-
ported. Precious metals prices dropped
nearly 2%, due to declines in both sil-
ver (-2.7%) and gold (-1.6%).
The Pink Sheet is a monthly report that
monitors commodity price movements. 

WORLD Business & Finance Review

Joseph Davis, Chief Economist at Vanguard 

"The current geopolitical environment is defining a new
age of uncertainty, which we expect will weigh nega-
tively on the financial markets for the coming year.”
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Energy commodity
prices increased
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ecently, I made a research
about the consequences of neg-
ative interest rates for us, ordi-
nary people as well as the entire

financial system. In this piece, I will
focus on how they are draining savings
from our pockets. Most of us have been
taught that if you put your money to a
savings account, after some time your
hoard will go up. Unfortunately, in
many cases, this rule does not apply
anymore.
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How central banks
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of hard-earned money
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World stock markets added more than $17
trillion in total value in 2019, according to
Deutsche Bank calculations. The value of
world equities began the year just under $70
trillion but has now surpassed $85
trillion.The large climb for world markets has
been largely dominated by the U.S. markets.

Timeline for Nov./Dec. 2019

A look at the big events around the world in the past
months in politics, business, economy, international

relations, armed conflicts, attacks, disasters and more.

✓ Nov.4
-The Trump administration has formally notified the
UN that the U.S. is withdrawing from the Paris climate
agreement. The withdrawal will be complete this time
next year.
-The  Romanian Parliament  elects  Ludovic
Orban as Prime Minister after Viorica Dancila was
ousted on Oct. 10 by a vote of no-confidence. 

✓ Nov.10
-Bolivian President Evo Morales announces new gen-
eral elections after accusations of fraud. Hours after
the announcement, Morales resigns from the presi-
dency amid pressure from the military and the police
in what he deemed a 'coup'. 
-Citizens of Spain head to the polls for the second gen-
eral election within a year. The PSOE, headed by in-
cumbent  Prime Minister  Pedro Sánchez, wins the
election but loses 3 seats and its absolute majority in
the Senate
-People in Romania cast their votes in the country's
latest presidential election. 

✓ Nov. 12
In Moldova, a vote of no-confidence ousts the gov-
ernment of Prime Minister Maia Sandu after breaking
the coalition government with Socialist Party. Two
days later Ion Chicu is sworn in as Prime Minister.

✓ Nov. 15
The Iranian government announces that, effective im-
mediately,  petrol  will be rationed to 60 litres per
month, and prices will increase 50%. Fuel beyond the
limit will cost double.

✓ Nov.17
Voters in Belarus head to the polls in the country's lat-
est parliamentary election. 

✓ Nov. 19
-Officials from Japan and South Korea hold their sec-
ond round of trade talks as part of the World Trade Or-
ganization's dispute settlement process. 

✓ Nov. 26
A 6.4 magnitude earthquake hits coastal  Albania,
bringing down many buildings and leaving people
trapped under rubble. The Defense Ministry confirms
30 people killed and 650 others injured.

✓ Nov. 27
U.S. President Donald Trump signs the Hong Kong
Human Rights and Democracy Act into law despite
strong opposition from China. The bill means the U.S.
will only trade with Hong Kong if it retains enough
autonomy and bans the export of crowd-control mu-
nitions to Hong Kong Police Force.

✓ Dec.12
Voters in the United Kingdom go to the polls to elect
members to the House of Commons in a general elec-
tion. 

✓ Dec.13
US and China Both announce an initial deal where
new tariffs to be mutually imposed on December 15
would not be implemented.  

✓ Dec.18
The United States House of Representatives votes
largely along party lines to impeach President Donald
Trump for abuse of power and obstruction of Con-
gress. Trump becomes the third American president to
be impeached by the House, after  Andrew
Johnson and Bill Clinton.  

✓ Dec.20
The House of Commons of the United Kingdom votes
358–234 to pass the government's Brexit withdrawal
agreement for the United Kingdom to leave the Euro-
pean Union on 31 January 2020. The bill will now
head to the House of Lords for final approval. The bill
also rules out extending trade talks with the EU be-
yond 31 December 2020.

s we get ready to turn the page on yet another year and welcome 2020,
many events that marked 2019 will continue to have an impact at least
during the first half of the new year. 
We just don't know at what extend. US President Donald Trump's im-

peachment, trade wars, natural disasters, demonstrations from Hong Kong to
Venezuela from Lebanon to Chile, conflicts, terror attacks, Washington reach-
ing an apparent deal with Beijing in phase one of trade negotiations and can-
cellations of IPOs were only a few of the events of 2019. 
Meanwhile central banks around the world took a more dovish approach. 
The US Federal Reserve lowered its interest rate target three times and the Eu-
ropean Central Bank cut its already negative rates even further. 
As 2020 comes closer, slowing world growth and tensions including in the

Eastern Meditteranean remain. IMF sees weaker world economic recovery
while the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development revised
its 2020 global forecast to 2.9% as challenges persist, So what is finally going
on? 
What is motivating all those things against peace, growth and stability? We
are starting to think that the world has gone crazy or we are in the middle of a
relentless war with a secret agenda where everything seems to be normal and
all the tragic events happen by accident. 

What will 2020 bring? 
As we write on the front page of this issue, 2020 outlook looks to us like a.
growth b. recession c. everything on hold. Which of the three will prevail?
Maybe all of the above so nobody complains?

Nobody has a crystal ball
that lets them predict the fu-
ture of the stock market, but
it’s that time of year when
banks, brokers, strategists
and analysts issue predi-
ctions for what the follow-
ing 12 months will bring for
financial markets. Here’s
what they said:

■ Equity inflows 
to make a 
comeback
Globally, the positive drivers
for equity markets will
likely continue, at least for
the first half of 2020, as po-
sitioning  is still  light and
equity inflows will  likely
make a  comeback, J.P. Mor-
gan Research forecasts. 

■ EM equities
more attractive 
A combination
of further eas-
ing by world
central banks,
a temporary
truce in the U.S.-
China trade war and under-
ownership of emerging
markets make equities more

attractive than bonds, ac-
cording to Rahul Chadha,
Mirae Asset  Global  Invest-
ments’ chief investment  of-
ficer for  emerging markets.
“We are advising clients to
increase  equity  allocations
as  global  bond  valuations
are not favorable from a risk
- reward perspective
”Chadha told the Reuters
2019 Investment Outlook
Summit. 

■ Japanese
stocks to climb
even higher
The Nikkei 225 has in-
creased around 16.4% while
the Topix has risen roughly
19%. But several major in-
vestors say the rally is not
over. Morgan Stanley, UBS
and Nomura are expecting
further gains in Japanese eq-
uities in 2020, driven by a re-
covery in corporate earnings.

■ A better year
for Indian IPOs
After 50% returns, 2020
may be even better for In-
dian IPOs The 14 mainboard

IPOs this year have risen by
an average of more than
50% since listing, data com-
piled by Bloomberg show.
“We expect this trend to
continue in 2020,” Satyen
Shah, the Mumbai-based
head of investment banking
at Edelweiss Financial Serv-
ices Ltd told The Economic
Times.

■Temper expec-
tations for US
equity markets
The S&P 500 and DJIA will
show very modest increases
in 2020 and likely to be in
the 5% range, Robert John-
son, a finance professor at
the Heider College of Busi-
ness at Creighton University
in Omaha, Nebraska, USA
told The Street.

■ Australian mi-
ning stocks to
rise
E x p o r t s
ought to be
sustained by
an uplift in
demand for

commodities, especially
in iron ore, as Chinese poli-
cymakers attempt to stimu-
late industrial activity in the
Middle Kingdom. That
should  pay  benefits  to  the
ASX200  and its mining and
energy stocks, IG's  market
analyst Kyle Rodda  said.

■ Brazil to climb
15%
Brazil’s stock market, this
year’s best performer in the
Americas, is forecast to ex-
tend its record-setting rally
in 2020. According to the
average estimate of 10
strategists surveyed by
Bloomberg, it will climb
15% next year.

■ Europe has a
lot to worry
about  
Rich Sega, global chief in-
vestment strategist for Con-
ning, worries that Europe
could be a drag on global
growth. "That's not going to
get better with Brexit and
how that will impact exports
to China," he told CNN

Business. 

■ Volatility 
is likely to 
increase 
Stock mar-
ket volatil-
ity is likely
to increase
and stock se-
lection will become more
important, as global uncer-
tainty continues, said Alex
Tedder, Head and CIO of
Global and US Equities at
Schroders.

■ African bonds 
to remain hot 
The continent’s sovereign
dollar debt has generated
total returns of 20% since the
start of 2019. If the world’s
major central banks remain
dovish in 2020, that should
sustain a dash for higher
yields in emerging markets
and mean that African bonds
remain in hot demand.
Africa could be one of the
main beneficiaries if the US
and China make more
progress on trade talks, said
Bank of America strategists.

10 Predictions for Stock Markets in2020
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World stocks surge $17t

Year Ahead on the Markets

Graph Source:  Deutsche Bank



Plutarch (c. 46 – 120 AD) ancient Greek historian 

There are few concerns older than that with inequality. Philosophers, poets, play-
writters and jurists have struggled with this issue for millennia. Plutarch wrote:
“An imbalance between rich and poor is the oldest and most fatal ailment of all re-
publics.” Among Plutarch's approximately 227 works, the most important are
the Bioi parallēloi (Parallel Lives), in which he recounts the noble deeds and
characters of Greek and Roman soldiers, legislators, orators, and statesmen,
and the Moralia, or Ethica, a series of more than 60 essays on ethical, reli-
gious, physical, political, and literary topics. 
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COUNTRIES POLICIES

Moscow-based 
Intourist considers
IPO
Russia’s oldest and largest tour operator Intourist is plan-
ning an IPO, after a buyout of its shares from collapsed
travel group Thomas Cook by Neşet Koçkar,  who also
owns Turkish tour operator Anex, Reuters reported on Nov.
14 citing an announcement by Intourist. “After recapital-
ising and restructuring the company we will turn Intourist
into a truly people’s company through an IPO in Russia,”
the Turkish investor is quoted as saying without providing
the timeline or amount of the possible placement. Intourist
was the official state travel agency of the Soviet Union,
founded in 1929. The enterprise was privatised in 1992.
Late last year Thomas Cook bought Intourist from billion-
aire Vladimir Yevtushenkov's Sistema holding firm.

AfDB opens $67bn
investment deals
The African Development Bank (AfDB) and institutional
investors on Nov. 11 opened $67billion investment deals
for African countries. AfDB President, Dr Akinwumi
Adesina  disclosed this at a press conference after the open-
ing ceremony of the 2019 Africa Investment Forum at
Sandton City, Johannesburg, South Africa.The opening
ceremony was attended by President Cyril Ramaphosa of
South Africa; President Nana Akufo Addo of Ghana; Pres-
ident Paul Kagame of Rwanda; and Prime Minister
Agostinho do Rosario of Mozambique. Out of the $67bn
deals, he said, Central Africa is expected to get $14bn,
Southern Africa will get $36bn, West Africa will get $10bn,
North Africa is expected to get $2.6bn while 1.3bn will go
to East Africa. 

DOMINICA
On Dec. 6 people in Dominica headed  to the polls to elect
the members of the House of Assembly of Dominica. The
governing Dominica Labour Party gathered the most votes 

FINLAND
Finland's Social Democratic Party (SDP) picked 34-year-
old Sanna Marin to be the country's youngest prime min-
ister.

ALGERIA
The 2019 Algerian presidential election was held on Dec.
12.  Former PM Abdelmadjid Tebboun won the election
outright with 58.15% of the vote, eliminating the need for
a runoff, Algeria's election authority announced. 

UK
Britons cast their vote on Dec. 12 in the first December
election for almost a century. UK Prime Minister Boris
Johnson's Conservative Party secured its best election re-
sult since 1987. The Conservatives now have 365 parlia-
mentary seats, a majority of 80 in the House of Commons. 

TAIWAN
General elections will be held in Taiwan, officially the Re-
public of China, on 11 January 2020 to elect the 15th Pres-
ident and Vice President of the Republic of China, and all
113 members of the 10th Legislative Yuan. 

ST. MAARTEN
Election for the new Parliament for St. Maarten has now
been set for Thursday, January 9, 2020, and the dissolution
of  Parliament will take effect on Monday, 10 February
2020. 

PERU
Early parliamentary elections are scheduled to be held
in Peru on 26 January 2020. The elections were called
after President Martín Vizcarra dissolved the Congress of
the Republic on 30 September. 

1.HONG KONG SAR

2. MACAO SAR

3. BRUNEI

4. AFGANISTAN

5.ESTONIA

6. SOLOMON ISLAND

7. BOTSWANA

8. D.R.CONGO

9.KUWAIT

10.RUSSIA

TOP 10 COUNTRIES
WITH THE LOWEST

NATIONAL DEBT IN 2019* 

his column provides an international
overview of new bills, legislation and regu-
lation . By knowing the common legal areas

and laws that may apply to you and your business,
you can make more efficient plans.

INDIA

Restrictions on import
of gold, silver in 
powder
India, the world's second biggest gold consumer, restricted
imports of gold and silver in the powder and unwrought
forms, the government said in a notification on Dec.18.  The
country fulfils most of its requirement through imports. Gold
and silver in powder and unwrought forms are mainly used
for industrial purposes and not for jewellery making, accord-
ing to industry officials. The move is expected to restrict the
increasing duty-free import of precious metals from coun-
tries with which India has signed free trade agreements. 

KENYA

Citizenship to wealthy
investors 
Kenya is offering citizenship to high net worth investors, in
a new push to enhance direct foreign investment (FDI)
flows. Wealthy investors whose enterprises are appraised to
have high impact on new jobs and exports earnings, will be
allowed to automatically apply for citizenship, under the new
proposals. Kenya Investment Authority (KenInvest) , the
country's investment promotion agency, said the plan is to
gift such investors with a permanent residence status after
vetting, an equivalent of the Green Card in the US. 

NEW ZEALAND

RBNZ increases bank
capital requirements
The central bank of New Zealand (RBNZ)  has increased
capital requirements for banks. Under the new rules, the four
large banks will have to raise their total capital from the ex-
isting minimum level of 10.5% to 18%. The remaining
smaller banks are required to raise it to 16%. The decisions
are set to become effective from July 2020. However, the
banks will have 7 years to implement the requirements.

JAPAN

Cabinet approves ¥26t
stimulus package 
Japan's Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on Dec.5 announced an
economic stimulus package totalling ¥26 trillion ($239 bil-
lion) to help the country's fragile economy. Abe said the pack-
age is based on three pillars: disaster rebuilding and safety;
intensive support to overcome downside economic risks; and
economic vitality after the Olympics which Tokyo will host
next summer. Economic growth in the land of the rising sun
slumped to its weakest in a year in the third quarter as soft
demand and the US-China trade spat hit exports.

Dec.2019-Jan.2020

POLICIES &

Politician 
of the Month

After much anticipation, the US and
China finally reached an initial deal
to resolve a bruising trade war be-
tween the two countries. The “phase
one” agreement, which takes up 86
pages, was announced on Dec.13 and
covers a wide range of issues, includ-
ing intellectual property protection,
technology transfers and agricultural
purchases.  As an immediate result, a
new 15 per cent tariff on around
US$160 billion of Chinese goods,
scheduled to come into effect on
Dec.15 was cancelled. Calling the
agreement an “amazing deal for all”,
Trump said negotiations on a phase
two deal would begin “immediately,
rather than waiting until after the
2020 election”.  Overall, businesses
and investors were cautiously upbeat
on the news. “Both sides would be
wise to build on this agreement to
confront more complex challenges.  It
won't be easy, but this is a good start
to the New Year” Doug Barry of the
US-China Business Council told DW. 

Officially impeached
A few days later, on Dec.18, Trump
became the third president in U.S.
history to be impeached. He has
been impeached on charges that he
abused his power in office and ob-
structed Congress during the im-
peachment investigation.  The
President denied any wrongdoing.
The Constitution now calls for a trial
in the Republican-controlled Senate,
where Trump is expected to be ac-
quitted.

Donald Trump 
(45th President of the U.S. 

Jan. 20, 2017- present)

A Christmas
Truce in the
Trade War 

IN 
FOCUS

Every month this 
column keeps you
up to date about
elections around
the world

Economic stimulus packages, import
restrictions,  new citizenship schemes,
stronger capital requirements 

lobal debt hit a record high
of over $250 trillion in the
first half of this year,  ac-

cording to a report, released by
the International Institute of Fi-
nance (IIF) on Nov. 15. The IIF
also states that global govern-
ment debt will top $70 trillion in
2019, up from $65.7 trillion in
2018. Rising debt across the
world has been a big concern for
investors and has also been
flagged as the next breaking
point by a number of economists.
However, there are some coun-
tries which don’t seem very wor-
ried by these rising debts. 

PPPs, IPOs & MORE

G

* in relation to GDP Source: Statista
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Trade conflict, weak
business investment
and persistent  politi-
cal uncertainty are
weighing on the world
economy and raising
the risk of long - term
stagnation, according
to the OECD’s latest
Economic Outlook,
published  on Novem-
ber  21. 

orld GDP
growth is
expected to be 2.9% this year - its lowest
annual rate since the financial crisis - and

remain at 2.9%-3.0% in 2020 and 2021. The slow-
down involves advanced and emerging-market
economies alike although its severity varies accord-
ing to the importance of trade in individual coun-
tries. Two years of escalating conflict over tariffs,
principally between the US and China, has hit trade,
is undermining business investment and is putting
jobs at risk. 
Although household spending has been holding up,
signs of it weakening are emerging. 
Car sales have declined sharply over the past year.
Speaking in Beijing OECD Secretary-General
Angel Gurría said:   “The alarm bells are ringing
loud and clear. Unless governments take decisive
action to help boost investment, adapt their
economies to the challenges of our time and build
an open, fair and rules-based trading system, we are
heading for a long-term future of low growth and
declining living standards.” Aggregate investment
growth in the G20 countries, excluding China,
slowed from annual rate of 5% at the start of 2018
to only 1% in the first half of 2019, the Outlook
shows.  The Outlook warns that any further escala-
tion of the trade conflict would disrupt supply net-
works and weigh on confidence, jobs and incomes.
Uncertainty about a future EU-UK trade relation-
ship poses a further risk to growth as does the cur-
rent high level of corporate debt.

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
2020

LISTED COMPANIES NEWS CEOs TALK

BUSINESS   &

Coop Pank IPO 
attracts 11000 
investors

TOP 5 ECO-
NOMIC PRE-

DICTIONS

Centaurus 
announces listing 
on BYMA

entaurus, an independent upstream oil and gas
company with both conventional and unconven-
tional oil and gas operations in Argentina, an-
nounced that the Argentine National Securities

Commission  has authorized the listing of the company's
shares in Argentina, through a listing on the Buenos Aires
stock exchange, Bolsas y Mercados Argentinos S.A.
(BYMA). Listing on BYMA qualifies as a secondary list-
ing, and the company's primary exchange remains
Canada's TSX Venture Exchange. Jose Penafiel, CEO at
Centaurus commented: "We are proud to have advanced
the process of listing our shares in Argentina. We look
forward to completing our final listing and working with
Argentine capital markets and expanding our shareholder
base in Argentina, in particular, and South America in
general."

Fidelity launches
crypto business in
Europe

idelity Investments, one of the
world's largest asset man-
agers, is establishing a cryp-

tocurrency trading business in
Europe, after first launching the
business a year ago in the US to
service institutional investors trading
digital assets. “Since launching Fidelity
Digital Assets in the US over a year ago, we’ve seen sig-
nificant interest and engagement by the institutional com-
munity, which show no signs of slowing,” said Tom
Jessop, head of corporate business development for Fi-
delity Investments and president of Fidelity Digital As-
sets.“We’re also encouraged by continued corporate and
venture investment in market infrastructure companies as
well as the entry of traditional exchanges into the digital
assets ecosystem. These and other market indicators,
alongside interest expressed from UK. and European
client prospects, indicate a market with increasing poten-
tial which gives us the confidence to expand the digital
assets business geographically.”

Nexters among Europe’s
top 10 earning apps
The Cypriot game developer company, Nexters Global
Ltd, lists, for the first time in history, in the 10th place
of top earning applications among European mobile de-
velopers, according to the rating of the international an-
alytical service, Datamagic. Established in 2009, the
company is a successful and prolific game development
and publishing company within the global cross-plat-
form games market. From full cycle developing to pub-
lishing, Nexters, headed by Mr Kyriacos Paphitis, is
responsible for several commercially successful games
on Web (HTML), iOS and Android platforms.

BME shares jump to
records
Bolsas Y Mercado Espanoles (BME) shares soared
38% on Nov. 18, the most in record,  after Swiss stock
exchange operator SIX Group announced an all-cash
offer of 34 euros per share for the the Madrid bourse.
The offer came shortly after pan-European stock mar-
ket operator Euronext said it was in talks with BME,
launching a bidding war.Given the absorption of BME
by SIX, we would be talking about the creation of
the  third European stock exchange manager,
after  Deutsche Börse  and  London Stock Exchange
(LSE), at a time when there is a consolidation of the
market. MBE trades, on average, more than 4 billion
euros per session, and lists more than 3,000 securities,
with a capitalisation of nearly 1 trillion euros. 

Dale Capital completes
secondary listing
Dale Capital, a private equity investment holding com-
pany that was the first foreign business listed on the
Stock Exchange in Mauritius (SEM) in 2007, com-
pleted its inward listing on South Africa's ZAR X stock
exchange on Nov.14. This listing will enable South
Africans to invest in a growing group with an attractive
return in a tax-effective jurisdiction, the company said.
The group identified the Mauritian food sector as a
niche market after research revealed that as much as
70% of all food is imported into Mauritius. It has a
strategy of becoming a niche market leader.

oop Pank, based on Eston-
ian capital, has raised in its
IPO on the Nasdaq

Tallinn Stock Exchange 37.9 mil-
lion euros with around 11000 in-
vestors subscribing to its shares.
The Estonian bank sold 71% of the
46 million shares that made up the max-
imum planned volume of the offering. Margus Rink,
the CEO of the bank  commented:“The offer has
shown that retail investors have great confidence in us.
On behalf of Coop Pank employees, I guarantee that
we will make every effort to fulfill the promises given
to shareholders and in the coming years will fully im-
plement the growth strategy. Initially, we planned to
raise during the IPO the sum that would satisfy the
need for capital for 3 upcoming years, but in fact, we
managed to raise the capital needed for 2 years.”

C

C

F

Michael Sabia (Caisse de depot et placement du
Quebec President & CEO) 

The head of Quebec’s $364billion pension fund  during a business lunch-
eon in Montreal, on Nov. 28, said “The world needs sustainable growth
anchored in economic productivity,” He also called on businesses, univer-
sities, citizens and investors to act, “not out of nobility, but because it’s in
our interest.” Sabia, 66,  is slated to step down as CEO of the
Caisse de depot et placement in February  after more than a
decade at the helm to become head of the Munk School of
Global Affairs and Public Policy at the University of Toronto. 

lobal growth weakened
considerably in 2019; the
main culprits, the trade

wars and weakening growth in
China. By the end of the year,
many of the IHS Markit pur-
chasing managers' indexes (es-
pecially in manufacturing)
began to stabilize and show
small gains.  What's coming in
2020. 

USA
Based on estimates about sus-

tainable growth in the labour

force and productivity, IHS

Markit assesses the trend (or

potential) growth in the US

economy to be around 2.1%. 

EUROZONE
There are some signs that the

worst may be over, and IHS ex-

pects eurozone growth to stabi-

lize at around 0.9% in 2020.

JAPAN
Japan's real GDP growth rate

accelerated from 0.3% in 2018

to an estimated 1.1% in 2019.

After falling to 0.3% in 2020,

Japanese real GDP growth is

projected to recover to 0.5% in

2021.

CHINA
An aging population and a

sharp drop-off in productivity

growth mean that potential

growth in China is lower now

than a decade ago. China's

growth rate will slide to 5.7% in

2020.

WORLD
Global inflation in 2020 is

only expected to be 2.7%. 

The risks facing the global
economy remain daunting: in
the near term, the biggest threat
is either an escalation of the
US-China trade conflict or its
spread to other parts of the
world, notably Europe. Despite
historically high levels of pol-
icy uncertainty, recession is still
not the most likely scenario in
2020.

SOURCE:  IHS MARKIT

W
Angel Gurria 

OECD Secretary-General 
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Andrew Pease (Head of Investment Strategy at Russell 
Investments)

Central bank easing and the cooling in the U.S./China trade war have set the scene
for a global economic rebound in 2020, according to  Russell Investments. The asset
manager's forecast pushes the risk of recession into late 2021, giving equity markets
modest upside potential for 2020. However, subjective probabilities on the fol-
lowing three scenarios for the next 12 months suggest some caution is
warranted: Bull (35%), Central (40%), Bear (25%). "We’re giving the
Bear scenario a significant 25% probability despite our bias towards a
glass-half-full 2020 outlook" Pease said.
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State Street Corporation an-
nounced that its board of direc-
tors has appointed Ronald P.
(Ron) O’Hanley, State Street’s
chief executive officer, as chair-
man, effective January 1, 2020,
following Jay Hooley’s planned
retirement.With $2.95 trillion in
assets under management as of
September 30, 2019, State
Street operates globally in more
than 100 geographic markets
and employs approximately
40,000 worldwide. 

Ally Financial and the Local Ini-
tiatives Support Corporation are
teaming up on a new $3 million
program to fuel entrepreneur-
ship and homeownership. The
new program will fund a bundled
set of financial and business
coaching services for an esti-
mated 4,400 people in Char-
lotte, Detroit, Jacksonville, Fla.,
and Philadelphia

BROKERAGE FIRMS
news

TRADING  &

Investor sentiment
remains positive

MONTHLY  WORLD  MARKETS REWIEW

IN 
FOCUS

Index Returns for
November 2019 (%)
Source: 
MSCI, FactSet, J.P. Morgan Economic 
Research, J.P. Morgan, Asset Management. 
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Reasons for
Optimism

pause in U.S.-China trade
hostilities and a more sta-
ble global manufacturing

industry will usher the S&P 500
to record highs in 2020, Barclays
told its clients on Nov. 26.  
The bank’s chief U.S. Equity
Strategist Maneesh Deshpande
wrote that his ”‘mini-bubble
melt-up scenario’ appears to be
materializing” thanks to stronger
industrial data and lower reces-
sion odds. “We are cautiously op-
timistic for a detente in the
US-China Trade War, and mone-
tary policy also remains accom-
modative around the globe,” the
strategist  Deshpande wrote in
the note. 
“The three ‘insurance cuts’ this
year from the fed seem to have
stabilized sentiment,” Deshpande
added. “We see that the range of
market returns during soft
patches is still generally consis-
tently positive two years after the
start of the fed easing cycle.”
“The manufacturing slowdown
sweeping across the globe ap-
pears to be stabilizing and fears
of a spill-over into the services
part of the economies have some-
what abated”  Deshpande contin-
ued. 
“As a result, the recessionary
concerns priced into equity mar-
kets seem to be receding rapidly.”
Deshpande joined Barclays in
September 2008 from Lehman
Brothers, where he worked in a
similar role.  
Prior to that he established and
ran the Systematic Portfolio
Trading desk at Goldman Sachs,
was the head of the Principal
Trading at Morgan Stanley
Japan, and the head of the US In-
terest Rate Options Trading at
BNP Paribas.

Looking ahead to 2020
After a year dominated by trade wars,
political turmoil, geopolitical risks and
worsening economic data in many
countries around the world,  2019
comes to a close. Vanguard, one of the
world's largest investment manage-
ment companies and J.P. Morgan Re-
search released their Market Outlook
2020. Let's see their key market and
economy calls for the year ahead.

Joseph Davis,
Global Chief
Economist at
Vanguard 
With ongoing trade tensions,
geopolitical uncertainty,
and unpredictable policy-
making becoming the
new normal, Vanguard ex-
pects U.S. growth to decel-
erate below trend to around
1% in 2020, with the risk of recession still el-
evated. 
"The current geopolitical environment is
defining a new age of uncertainty, which we
expect will weigh negatively on the financial
markets for the coming year. Despite this out-
look, we expect long-term investors to con-
tinue to benefit from the time-tested principles
of portfolio construction. 
Factors within a long-term investor's con-
trol—such as saving more, working longer,
spending less, and controlling costs—far out-
weigh the less reliable benefits of ad-hoc re-
turn-seeking portfolio tilts, market timing, and
forecasting future scenarios" said Davis.

John Normand,
Strategist at J.P.
Morgan
A  number  of markets  ap-
pear expensive as 2020 ap-
proaches, but investor
overweight positions are
not yet concerning.
“It is unusual for markets to
be expensive around a turn in
the business cycle and this points to less up-
side going forward and more vulnerability to
shocks. 
But investors are not highly overweight yet
and not all markets expensive, particularly
non-U.S. equity markets and some EM bonds
and foreign exchange markets” said Nor-
mand. 
To position for reflation, investors would typ-
ically short or expect the price of developed
market (DM) bonds to fall, be overweight eq-
uities versus bonds, overweight commodities
and short the U.S. dollar (USD). However,
typical reflation periods also include central
bank hikes, which are not expected in 2020.
For 2020, EM duration is attractive because
central banks are easing, as are cheaper,
under-owned non-U.S. equities in the short-
term.
For currencies and commodities, oil will
likely outperform over the next few quarters
based on the increase in OPEC+ supply cuts.
Base metals are expected to move higher over
the next few months due to positioning, but
not as much as in past reflation moves. 

Equities (MSCI)

MSCI World       2.9      2.8      4.2    4.0     3.2

MSCI USA                 3.8     3.8     5.1     5.0      3.8

MSCI Europe 1.5     1.4    2.8     2.6    2.5

MSCI UK          1.8     1.7     3.0     2.9      1.8

MSCI Japan      0.6      0.6      1.9    1.8      1.9

MSCI AC Asia   0.3      0.2    1.6      1.4      0.6

MSCI EM L.Am. -4.1    -4.1   -2.9  -3.0    0.2

MSCI EM                 -0.1     -0.1     1.2       1.1     0.6

INDEX                     GBP     USD     JPY     EUR     LOC
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Kyriaki I. Balkoudi  Editor-in-chief

ALLY FINANCIAL

STATE STREET

Zero-commission broker Robin-
hood has been fined $1.25 mil-
lion by the Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority (FINRA),
which regulates US broker-
dealers, over concerns it wasn't
giving users the best deals on
their trades from October 2016
to November 2017.  In settling
this matter, Robinhood neither
admitted nor denied the
charges, but consented to the
entry of FINRA’s findings.

ROBINHOOD

Waddell & Reed Financial, Inc.
on Nov. 12 reported preliminary
assets under management of
$68.9 billion for the month
ended October 31, 2019, com-
pared to $68.8 billion on Sep-
tember 30, 2019. Through its
subsidiaries the company has
provided investment manage-
ment and wealth management
services to clients throughout
the US since 1937.

WADDER & REED

quity markets rose in No-
vember buoyed by the po-
tential for progress on a trade

deal between the U.S. and China,
hopes for a Brexit deal and improv-
ing economic data around the world.
Developed market equities generally
outperformed stocks in emerging
markets. US equities led as construc-
tive tones on trade helped the major
benchmarks advance throughout
much of the month. 

Americas
While news headlines describing
U.S.−China relations were mixed at
times and the month ended with no
formal “phase one” trade agreement,
US President Donald Trump indi-
cated numerous times that a trade
deal was “close.” The large‑cap
Dow Jones Industrial Average, the
S&P 500 Index and the tech-heavy
Nasdaq Composite Index all reached
new highs and over 70% of compa-
nies reported better-than-expected
results. A number of markets sensi-
tive to US dollar strength lagged,
most notably in Latin America,
where political unrest and wide-
spread protests added to the political
risks of investing in markets previ-
ously considered stable.  Stocks in
Chile and Colombia fell roughly
12% and 5%, respectively. Mexican
stocks shed 2% Brazilian stocks
gave up more than 4%. Argentina
was a major exception, posting
strong gains with the market advanc-
ing over 7% for the month.

Europe
Eurozone equities gained. In Ger-
many,  economic data released dur-
ing the month showed that the
country barely avoided a recession
in the third quarter. The European
Central Bank (ECB) welcomed its
new president, Christine Lagarde on

Nov. 1. In the UK, where the BoE
left policy rates unchanged at its No-
vember meeting,  stocks got a boost
from hopes that Boris Johnson’s
Conservative Party will win the De-
cember 12 general election and sub-
sequently pass a Brexit deal through
Parliament. 

Asia/Pacific
Japanese stocks rose despite the re-
lease of some disappointing eco-
nomic data. Asia ex Japan equities
posted a small gain.  In contrast,
Hong Kong shares fell about 1.5%
as ongoing protests continued to
weigh on sentiment. Chinese stocks
were mixed: U.S. dollar‑denomi-
nated shares rose, while yuan‑de-
nominated A shares dropped.
Pakistan rallied sharply, led higher
by banking stocks. New Zealand
posted the best returns of any devel-
oped market, returning about 9.5%
in dollar terms. 

Emerging 
Markets
Emerging market equities fell, un-
derperforming developed market in-
dices as outbreaks of social unrest
gave investors pause following two
months of gains.  Emerging Asian
markets were generally lower, and
equities in emerging Europe gener-
ated mixed performance. Turkish
stocks climbed as investors’ risk ap-
petite rebounded. South African
stocks edged higher as inflation
weakened. Despite the multitude of
geopolitical risks that investors have
faced this year, equities continued to
rally in November thanks to greater
optimism for a U.S.−China deal and
some signs of improvement in
global growth. This optimism can be
justified but there is still a fair
amount of risk 
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4.50%
NASDAQ

(USA)

3.40%
S&P 500

(USA)

3.72%
DJIA

(USA)

3.38%
TSX COMP
(CANADA)

0.95%
BOVESPA
(BRAZIL)

3.06%
CAC40

(FRANCE)

1.35%
FTSE 100

(UK)

2.87%
DAX

(GERMANY)

1.02%
IBEX35
(SPAIN)

1.43%
MOEX

(RUSSIA)

-1.91%
FTSE/JSE ASI

(S.AFRICA)

2.74%
ASX200

(AUSTRALIA)

Prof. Benedict Oramah, President of Afreximbank
The African Export-Import Bank (Afreximbank), has confirmed its plans to list on

LSE. The bank which has about $15bn of assets, is hoping to raise $250m in its float

and will use proceeds from an IPO to expand its lending activities. Commenting on

the intention to float on the LSE, Oramah, stated: “Afreximbank is well

placed to capitalize on the opening up of trade across the continent and,

with our experienced management team, we are confident we can de-

liver value for shareholders and customers."

(ASX)

ASX Improves listing
rules
The Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) on Oct.10

released its final response to submissions to its No-

vember 2018 consultation paper Simplifying, clarifying

and enhancing the integrity and efficiency of the ASX

listing rules. ASX Chief Compliance Officer, Kevin

Lewis, said that the changes are designed to improve

disclosures to the market, make the listings rules easier

to understand and comply with, and enable ASX to

better monitor and enforce compliance with the listing

rules. “It’s important that ASX keeps evolving the list-

ing rules so they remain contemporary, address emerg-

ing compliance issues, and continue to serve the

interests of issuers, investors, and the Australian econ-

omy” Lewis said.

■ ATHENS, GREECE (ATHEX)

World’s TOP
performing stock
exchange 2019 
" The queen of the financial markets
globally is Athens, whose stock mar-
ket has performed the best since the
beginning of the year," Sky Italia
news channel reported. The general
index of the Athens Stock Exchange
(ATHEX) rose by 49% throughout
2019, according to Greek business
daily Naftemporiki. Meanwhile, La
Repubblica wrote that the Greek
capital market rose  by 50.1% in
2019, followed by Buenos Aires
(37.6%) and Milan Stock Exchange
(35.74%). Of note, ATHEX launched
the publication of its  first ESG Re-
porting Guide on Nov.13.
The Guide is designed to function as
a tool with which companies can
identify the ESG issues they should
consider disclosing and managing,
on the basis of their impact on long-
term performance. It also offers
practical guidelines on the metrics
companies should use to disclose
this information and communicate it
to investors and other stakeholders.

■ AMMAN, JORDAN (ASE)

ASE becomes
board member of
FEAS
The Amman Stock Exchange
(ASE) was elected as a member of
the Board of Directors of the Fed-
eration of Eura-Aisan Stock Ex-
changes (FEAS) during its annual
meeting held recently in Muscat,
Oman. The Chief Executive officer
of the ASE Mazen Wathaifi said
that the ASE's election as a mem-
ber of the board of directors of the
Federation came after a nomina-
tion was submitted by a number of
members during the meeting.
FEAS was founded in 1995 in Is-
tanbul, Turkey, with  12 founding
members, including the ASE and
currently there are 38 members.

■NASSAU, BAHAMAS (BISX)

Listing of new In-
vestment Funds 
Three new Investment Funds (one
with sub-funds) have successfully
completed the BISX Mutual Fund
Listing Process and have been
listed on the BISX, the exchange
announced on Oct. 7 . These newly
listed funds are: Planifolia Trade Fi-
nance Fund Ltd.,  T Wealth Fund
Ltd., ADIFO Global Multi-Asset
Fund Ltd. – Class A, ADIFO Global
Multi-Asset Fund Ltd. – Class B,
ADIFO Global Multi-Asset Fund
Ltd. – Class C. BISX Chief Execu-
tive Officer, Keith Davies, com-
mented: “We are proud to have

crossed the 90 listed fund thresh-
old and look forward to passing
100 funds.”

■PHNOM P., CAMBODIA (CSX)

Seminar on "Ex-
ecutive Talks 
Cambodia Securities Exchange
(CSX) hosted a seminar on "Execu-
tive Talks 2019: Branding Strategies
for Startups" on Oct. 31. There were
many guests attending the event in-
cluding president/ employees of
companies, university students, and
particularly young entreprenems
who just started up their own busi-
nesses. Ngorn Moi, CEO & Co-
Founder of Posca.r Cambodia,
which provides a smart system serv-
ices in education, expressed his in-
tention to list on the CSX in the
future to get additional fund for their
business expansion. 

■NAIROBI, KENYA (NSE)

NSE and SZSE
ink MoU
The Nairobi Securities Exchange
(NSE) and Shenzhen Stock Ex-
change (SZSE) signed a Memoran-
dum of Understanding (MoU) on
Oct.17. The two bourses launched
for the first time, a joint investor
forum dubbed the China-Kenya
Capital Market Service Initiative
which aims to link the Micro, Small
and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)
sector in Kenya to investors in Shen-
zhen so asto allow a capital  forma-
tion platform on a larger scale. The
two Exchanges also launched the
Ibuka and V-Next Connect – a joint
initiative which aims at promoting
cross-border  growth of  Micro,
Small  and Medium- sized Enter-
prises (MSMEs)  in Kenya and
Shenzhen. 

■WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (NSX)

Standard Bank
lists on NSX
The Namibian arm of South Africa's
Standard Bank went public on Nov.
15,  listing its shares on the Namib-
ian Stock Exchange (NSX). Finance
Minister Calle Schlettwein and Chief
Executive of Africa Regions for Stan-
dard Bank Sola David-Borha rang
the bell to symbolise the start of the
bank’s trading on the local bourse,
with the bank’s staff in full atten-
dance. Also, in attendance were
Standard Bank Namibia Board
Chairperson Herbert Maier as well
as Chief Executive Vetumbuavi
Mungunda, NSX Chairperson David
Nuyoma and Chief Executive Officer
Tiaan Bazuin. “The sheer quantum
of the Initial Public Offering (IPO) of
81 140 449 shares, valued at N$722
million is a significant capitalisation
and value creation in the domestic
market,” the Minister observed.

( JPX )

Discontinuation of JPX
Weekly News
JPX will discontinue its English email newsletter JPX

Weekly News in  January 2020. The final edition of

the newsletter will be  sent out on Monday, January

27. From February 2020, JPX news releases and

weekly market reviews  will be posted on the  ex-

change's  official Facebook page. JPX Weekly News

offered up-to-date  information on equity and deriva-

tives market  conditions, new products, statistical and

website updates, events, new listings and delistings.

( LSE )

LSE shareholders back
Refinitiv deal
Shareholders of the  London Stock Exchange have

voted almost unanimously in favour of an agreement

to buy data and analytics company Refinitiv  for

roughly $27 billion, with over 99% of votes approving

the deal on Nov. 26. LSE Chairman Don Robert told

a shareholders meeting in London that the exchange's

board was unanimous in recommending the Refinitiv

deal because it was a "compelling opportunity" in the

best interests of shareholders and the company. The

acquisition was first announced in August, and it's on

track to close in the second half of 2020. In addition

to approval by LSE Shareholders, the Transaction is

also conditional upon the receipt of relevant antitrust

and regulatory clearances.

(LuxSE)

LuxSE acquires 10%
stake in Origin
The Luxembourg Stock Exchange (LuxSE) and the fin-
tech company Origin on Dec.4 announced LuxSE’s ac-
quisition of a 10% stake in the London-based start-up.
Origin is set to transform primary markets by simplify-
ing and automating the bond issuance process. The in-
vestment is an important milestone in LuxSE’s
ambitious digital strategy.  “Digital workflows will sim-
plify and drastically improve the bond issuance process,
and we are convinced that a fully digital debt origination
process will bring multiple benefits to issuers and banks.
Origin offers an excellent alternative to some of the in-
efficient and manual processes that still exist in capital
markets,” commented Robert Scharfe, CEO of the Lux-
embourg Stock Exchange. The proceeds from the
LuxSE investment will be used to fund the ambitious
growth plan of Origin. The company has recently
opened offices in Paris and Hong Kong. Two years after
the launch of the Origin platform, 22 investment banks
and 85 issuers currently use it.

(BM)

No changes to con-

stituents of KLCI 
FTSE Russell and Bursa Malaysia announced that there

will be no changes to the constituents of the FTSE Bursa

Malaysia KLCI, following the semi-annual review of

the FTSE Bursa Malaysia Index Series on Dec. 5.  The

index series is reviewed semi-annually in accordance

with the index ground rules. Part of the FTSE Bursa

Malaysia Index Series, the FTSE Bursa Malaysia KLCI

is widely used by investors as the primary benchmark

for the Malaysian market, including derivatives through

FTSE Bursa Malaysia KLCI Futures (FKLI), FTSE

Bursa Malaysia KLCI Options (OKLI). The benchmarks

are also tracked by a number of index-linked financial

products, such as exchange traded funds. The FTSE

Bursa Malaysia KLCI reserve list, comprising the five

highest ranking non-constituents of the index by market

capitalisation, will be Westports Holdings, Telekom

Malaysia, Fraser & Neave Holdings, QL Resources and

Gamuda. The reserve list will be used in the event that

one or more constituents are deleted from the FTSE

Bursa Malaysia KLCI in accordance with the index

ground rules during the period up to the next semi-an-

nual review. Bursa Malaysia is headed by Muhamad

Umar Swift (pictured).

World's largest stock markets major indices performance November (Change % during previous month’s trading)
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-1.95%
SSEC

(CHINA)

-1.43%
SZSE

(CHINA)

-2.08%
HANGSENG

(HONK KONG)

1.60%
NIKKEI 225

(JAPAN)

0.22%
KOSPI

(S.KOREA)

1.15%
TWII

(TAIWAN)

1.50%
NIFTY 50
(INDIA)

1.66%
SENSEX
(INDIA)

-1.11%
STI

(SINGAPORE)

-3.48%
JSX

(INDONESIA)

-0.68%
SETI

(THAILAND)

2.68%
SMI

(SWISS)

Oth Phonhxiengdy (Chairman and CEO Lao Stock Exchange)

Almost a decade ago, the Lao Stock Exchange launched with only a few public
companies. Now, it boasts 11 registered companies, all of which have been able
to issue stock and raise over 6.7 trillion kip (approximately USD $750m).
There are currently over 15,000 individual brokerage accounts that have
invested in corporate stock in Laos’ primary stock exchange. “Over the
past nine years since the 10th of October, we have had many successes,”
Phonhxiengdy told The Laotian Times.

Saudi Arabia made IPO history on
Dec. 5, 2019 raising $26 bn by
selling shares in Saudi Aramco.

When Alibaba Group listed on the
NYSE on Sept. 19, 2014, it was
the largest IPO of all time. 

Telecoms giant  SoftBank  listed
shares in its Japanese mobile unit
in December 2018 in a sale and
raised $21 billion.

ALIBABA

AIG's Asian life insurance
unit  AIA  Group Limited raised
$20 billion in Hong Kong in 2010.

AIA

San Francisco-based Visa raised
a record amount of money by list-
ing on the NYSE in 2008.

General Motors raised $ 18bn in
2010. The Detroit-based firm's IPO
lowered the government stake in
the company below 50 percent. 

VISA

“It’s big, it’s  Italian and  it’s
coming to the market next
week,” wrote MarketWatch  in
Oct. 1999.

ENEL

GM

ARAMCO

World’s 7 biggest 
IPOs

1. AFRICA
1.  ALGERIA Algiers SGBV
2.  ANGOLA Luanda BOVIDA
3.  BOTSWANA Gaborone BSE
4.  CAPE VERDE Mindelo BVC
5.  CAMEROON Duala DSX
6.  COTE D'IVOIRE  Abidjan,  BRVM,

BRVM Composite: -0.13%
7.  EGYPT Cairo EGX,EGX30: -4.87%
8.  ETHIOPIA Addis Ababa ECX
9.  GABONE Libreville BVMAC
10.GHANA Accra GSE
11.KENYA Nairobi NSE, NASI: -1.02%
12.LESOTHO Maseru MSM
13.LIBYA Tripoli LSM
14.MAGADAGASCARAntananarivo  mex
15.MALAWIBlantyreMSE,MASI-3.72%
16.MAURITIUS Port Louis SEM, 

MDEX: 0.37%
17.MOROCCO  Casablanca CASA 

SE, MASE: 2.94%
18.MOZAMBIQUE Maputo BVM
19.NAMIBIA Windhoek NSX, FTSE     

NSX OI: -2.43%
20.NIGERIA Lagos NSE, ASI 2.45%
21.RWANDA Kigali RSE
22.SEYCHELLES Victoria SSE
23.SOMALIA Mogadishu SSE
24.SOUTH AFRICA Johannesburg JSE,

FTSE/JSE ASI: -1.91%
25.SOUTH AFRICA Johannesburg, A2X
26.SOUTH AFRICA, Johannesburg, 4AX
27.SOUTH AFRICA, Johannesburg,  

ZAR X
28.SUDAN Khartoum KSE
29.SWAZILAND Mbabane SSX
30.TANZANIA Dar Es Salaam DSE, 

DSE  -2.00%
31.TUNISIA Tunis BVMT, TUNINDEX:   

-0.14%
32.UGANDA Kampala USE,ASI 
33.ZAMBIA Lusaka LUSE
34.ZIMBABWE Harare ZSE, 

INDZI: 3.07%

2. AMERICAS
35.BAHAMAS Nassau BISX
36.BARBADOS S. Michael BSE
37.BERMUDA Hamilton BSX
38.CANADA, Toronto CSE
39.CANADA, Toronto NEO
40.CANADA Toronto TSX,TSX Com   

posite: 3.38%
41.CANADA Toronto TSX Venture
42.CAYMAN ISLANDS Grand SXE
43.DOMINICAN REPUBLIC   

S.Domingo BVRD
44.EL SALVADOR S. Salvador BVES
45.GUATEMALA G. City BNV
46.JAMAICA  Kingston JSE, JSE 
Index: -7.05%
47.MEXICO Mexico City BMV,

IPC: -1.19%
48.MEXICO Mexico City BIVA, FTSE  

BIBA: -0.93%
49.NICARAGUA Managua BVDN 
50.PANAMA Panama City BVP
51.SAINT KITTS Basseterre ECSE
52.TRINIDAD/TOBAGO TTSE
53.USA New York NYSE,DJIA: 3.72%
54.USA New York NYSE, 

S&P500: 3.40%
55.USA New York NASDAQ,

Composite: 4.50%
56.USA Boston NASDAQ BX 
57.USA Chicago NYSE Chicago
58.USA Chicago CBOE
59.USA Miami MIAX
60.USA New York NASDAQ ISE

61.USA Philadelphia NASDAQ PHLX

62.ARGENTINA Buenos Aires BCBA,
MERVAL: -1.41%

63.BRAZIL Sao Paulo B3,

BOVESPA: 0.95%
64.CHILE Santiago SSE, IPSA: -4.33%
65.COLOMBIA Bogota BVC, 

COLCAP: -1.30%
66.ECUADOR Quito BVQ
67.HONDURAS Tagucigalpa BVC
68.PARAGUAY Asuncion BVPASA
69.PERU Lima BVL, S&P Lima 

General: 0.87%
70.URUGUAY Montevideo BVM
71.VENEZUELA Caracas BVC,

BVC, 28.62%

3. ASIA PACIFIC
72.AUSTRALIA Sydney ASX,

ASX200: 2.74%
73.BANGLADESH Dhaka DSE,

DSEX BROAD: 1.04%
74.BHUTAN Thimphu RSEBL
75.CAMBODIA Phom Penh CSX 0.52%
76.CHINA Shanghai SSE,

Composite: -1.95%
77.CHINAShenzhen SZSE,

Composite: -1.43%
78.HONG KONG Hong Kong HKEX,

HANG SENG: -2.08%
79.INDIA Mumbai NSE, NIFTY50:

1.50%
80.INDIA Mumbai BSE, SENSEX: 

1.66%
81.INDONESIA Jakarta IDX, 
Comp: -3.48%
82.JAPAN Tokyo TSE, NIKKEI225: 

1.60%
83.LAOS  Vientiane LSX
84.MALAYSIA Kuala Lumpur BM,

FTSE KLCI: -2.27%
85.MALDIVES  Male MSE
86.MYANMAR Vientiane LSX
87.NEW ZEALAND Wellington NZX,

NZX50: 4.90%
88.NEPAL Kathmandu NEPSE
89.PAKISTAN Karachi PSE,

KSE100: 14.86%
90.PHILIPPINES Manila PSE, 

PSE: -2.99%
91.SINGAPORE Singapore SGX, 

STI: 1.11%
92.SOUTH KOREA Busan KREX,

KOSPI: 0.22%
93.SRI LANKA Colombo CSE,ASI
94.TAIWAN Taipei TPEX,TWII 1.15%
95.THAILAND Bangkong SET,

SETI -0.68%
96.VIETNAM H.C.M, HOSE,

FTFVTT -1.33%

4. EURASIA
97.  ARMENIA Yerevan AMX
98.  AZERBAIJAN Baku BSE
99.  GEORGIA Tbilisi GSE
100.MONGOLIA Ulaanbaatar MSE
101.KAZAKHSTAN Almaty KASE
102.KAZAKHSTAN Astana AIX
103.KYRGYSTAN Bishkek KSE
104.TAJIKISTAN  Dushanbe CASE
105.UZBEKISTAN Tashkent UZSE

5. EUROPE
106.ALBANIA Tirana ALSE
107.AUSTRIA Vienna WIENER  

BORSE, ATX : 0.01%
108.BELARUS Minsk BCSE
109.BELGIUM  Brussels EURONEXT,

BEL20: 3.81%
110.BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA Banja    

Luka BLSE, BIRS: 3.85%
111.BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA 

Sarajevo SASE,sasex10: 0.38%
112.BULGARIA Sofia BSE,

SOFIX: -1.84%
113.CHANNEL ISLANDS Guernsey   

TISE
114.CROATIA Zagreb ZSE, CROBEX:

0.18%

115.CYPRUS Nicosia CSE,
General Index: 1.29%

116.CZECH REPUBLIC Prague 
PSE, PX: 0.88%

117.DENMARK Copenhagen NASDAQ,
OMXC20: 5.49%

118.ESTONIA Tallinn NASDAQ,
OMXT: 0.94%

119.FINLAND Helsinki NASDAQ,
OMXHPI: 4.85%

120.FRANCE Paris EURONEXT,
CAC40: 3.06%

121.GERMANY Frankfurt FWB,
DAX: 2.87%

122.GIBRALTAR Europort GSX
123.GREECE Athens ATHEX,

General Index: 2.25%
124.HUNGARY Budapest BSE,

BUX: 3.67%
125.ICELAND Reykjavik NASDAQ, 

OMXIPI  6.47%
126.IRELAND  Dublin EURONEXT,

ISEQ: 7.00%
127.ITALY Milan BORSA ITALIANA,

FTSE MIB: 2.49%
128.LATVIA Riga NASDAQ,

OMXR: 1.9%
129.LITHUANIA Vilnius NASDAQ,

OMXV: 1.1%
130.LUXEMBOURG Lux/urg City   

LUXSE
131.MALTA Valletta MSE
132.MONTENEGRO Podgorica MNSE,

MNSE10: -0.46%
133.NETHERLANDSAmsterdam

EU RONEXT, AEX: 3.58%
134.NORTH MACEDONIA Skopje  

MSE,MBI10: 2.42%
135.NORWAY Oslo OSLO BORS

EURONEXT, OBX: -0.09%
136.POLAND Warsaw GPW,

WIG20 (PLN): -1.60%
137.PORTUGAL Lisbon EURONEXT,

PSI20: 0.15%
138.ROMANIA Bucharest BVB,

BET (RON): 3.87%
139.RUSSIA Moscow MOEX 

MOEX  1.43%
140.RUSSIA Saint Petersburg 

SPB Exchange
141.SERBIA Belgrade BELEX,

BELEX15: 2.81%
142.SLOVAKIA Bratislava BSSE,

SAX: -0.75%
143.SLOVENIA Ljubljana LJSE,

SBITOP: 4.97%
144.SPAIN Madrid BME, 

IBEX35: 1.02%
145.SWEDEN Stockholm NASDAQ,

OMXS30: -0.20%
146.SWITZERLAND Zurich 

SIX 2.68%
147.TURKEY  Istanbul BORSA

ISTANBUL, BIST100: 8.57%
149.UA Kiev UX
150.UK London LSE, FTSE 100: 1.35%

6. MIDDLE EAST
151.BAHRAIN Manama BHB
152.JORDAN Amman ASE, 

All Share 0.62%
153.IRAN Tehran TSE, TEDPIX:1.6%
154.IRAQ Baghdad ISX, ISX 

Index: 0.21%
155.ISRAEL Tel Aviv TASE TA35 2.93%
156.KUWAIT Kuwait City BK
157.LEBANON BeirutBSE,BPSI -2.09%
158.OMMAN Muscat MSM,MSI  1.61%
159.PALESTINE Ramallah PEX,AL-

QUDS
160.QATAR Doha QSE, QE -0.40%
161.SAUDI ARABIA Riyadh    

TADAWUL, TASI 1.48%
162.UAE Abu Dhabi ADX,Gen. -1.51%

See at a glance the monthly
performnce of the main in-
dices of world stock markets.
All figures below refer to the
performance of November
(MoM change %). World Mar-
kets undertakes all reasonable
efforts to ensure the data in-
cluded in this section was cor-
rect at the time of publication. 
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■ Argentina* 
Highest: 39.12, Lowest: 35.52
Change: 10.51%
■ Australia
Highest: 1.343, Lowest: 0.996
Change: -8.872%
■ Belgium
Highest: 0.080, Lowest: -0.112
Change:  -35.052%
■ Brazil
Highest: 7.075, Lowest: 6.330
Change: 6.910%
■ Canada
Highest: 1.695, Lowest:1.394
Change: 13.158%
■ China
Highest: 3.343, Lowest: 3.163
Change: -2.713%
■ France 
Highest: 0.083 Lowest: -0.108
Change: -49.485%

■ Germany
Highest: 0.000 Lowest:-0.386
Change: -21.493%

■ India
Highest: 6.574, Lowest: 6.415
Change:  -2.755%

■Indonesia
Highest: 7.095, Lowest: 6.942
Change: 0.985%

■ Italy
Highest: 1.439, Lowest: 1.021,
Change: 30.156%

■ Japan
Highest:  0.000 Lowest: -0.187
Change: -43.165%
■ Mexico
Highest: 7.160, Lowest: 6.706,
Change: 4.896%
■ Poland
Highest: 2.253, Lowest: 1.949,
Change: 2.494%
■ Russia
Highest: 6.550, Lowest:  6.310,
Change: -1.235%
■ South Africa
Highest: 8.575, Lowest: 8.305
Change: -0.471%

■ South Korea
Highest: 1.919,  Lowest: 1.615
Change: -5.382%
■ Spain
Highest: 0.479, Lowest: 0.236,
Change: 71.032%

■ Sweden
Highest: 0.083, Lowest: -0.136
Change: -108.537%

■ Switzerland
Highest: 0.000,  Lowest:-0.653,
Change: 8.703%

■ Taiwan
Highest: 0.683,Lowest: 0.652,
Change: -3.986%

■ Turkey
Highest:14.440, Lowest:11.850
Change: -3.867%

■ UK
Highest: 0.833, Lowest: 0.620
Change: 10.935%

■ USA
Highest: 1.973, Lowest: 1.670,
Change: 5.095%

*1-Year Bond Yield 

Note: Performance during 

Nov. 2019

8 Nov.-Dec.   2019

Data published on these pages, including prices, are indicative and not appropriate for trading purposes. Therefore they should not be relied upon when making an investment decision, they are for information purposes only.

•BTC/USD, Bitcoin US Dollar
Highest:9,621.8, Lowest: 6,619.4
•ETH/USD-Ethereum US Dollar-
Highest:194.26, Lowest: 131.53. 
• XRP/USD - Ripple US Dollar -
Highest:0.3144,  Lowest: 0.2002. 
• USDT/USD- Tether US Dollar -
Highest: 1.0154, Lowest: 0.9994.
• BCH/USD - Bitcoin Cash US
Dollar-Highest: 307.20,  Lowest:
192.20.
• LTC/USD - Litecoin US Dollar -
Highest: 65.94,  Lowest: 41.89. 
• EOS/USD - EOS US Dollar -
Highest: 3.6820, Lowest: 2.3326. 
• BNB/USD - Binance Coin US
Dollar - Highest: 21.6780, Low-

est: 14.1513.
• BSV/USD -Bitcoin SV US Dol-
lar–Highest:141.75, Lowest:87.17
• XLM/USD - Stellar US Dollar -
Highest:0.08617 Lowest: 0.05315
• LEO/USD - LEO US Dollar -
Highest:1.0227,Lowest: 0.9172. 
• ADA/USD - Cardano US Dollar
Highest:0.04614,Lowest: 0.03296
• XMR/USD - Monero US Dollar
Highest: 66.44,   Lowest: 45.80
• TRX/USD - Tron US Dollar -
Highest: 0.020651, Lowest:
0.012992. 
• HT/USD - Huobi Token US
Dollar - Highest: 3.6092,  Lowest:
2.1957.

• Direxion Daily Gold Miners
Bear 3X Shares (DUST)
Highest:8.56,  Lowest: 6.79
Change:  9.54%
• Energy Select Sector SPDR
(XLE) Highest: 61.830, Low-
est: 58.090, Change: 1.605%
• Financial Select Sector
SPDR (XLF) Higest:30.2365,
Lowest: 28.8600, 
Change: 5.0523%
• Invesco QQQ Trust (QQQ)
Highest:206.05, Low-
est:197.63, Change: 4.07%

• iShares China Large-Cap
(FXI) Highest:43.2700, Low-
est:40.8150, Change:-0.5103%
• iShares MSCI Brazil Capped
(EWZ)Highest:45.5800, Low-
est:41.5000, Change:-4.7758%
• iShares MSCI EAFE (EFA)
Highest:68.690,Lowest:67.620
Change:  1.127%
• iShares MSCI Emerging
Markets ETF (EEM) Highest:
44.2500,  Lowest:42.5400
Change:  -0.0939%
• iShares MSCI Eurozone

(EZU) Highest: 41.19, Lowest:
40.56, Change:  0.92%
• iShares MSCI Japan (EWJ)
Highest: 60.15,  Lowest:
59.17, Change: 1.28%
• VanEck Vectors Russia
(RSX) Highest: 25.35, Lowest:
24.23, Change: 0.75%
• Vanguard FTSE Developed
Markets (VEA) Highest: 43.31
Lowest: 42.63, Change: 1.34%
• WisdomTree India Earnings
(EPI) Highest: 25.00, Lowest:
24.01 Change: -0.04%

■ AFRICA
• EGP/USD - Egyptian Pound
US Dollar - Highest: 0.06240
Lowest:0.06150 
• ZAR/USD - South African
Rand US Dollar - Highest:
0.06 Lo855, Lowest:0.06595 
• GHS/USD - Ghanaian Cedi
US Dollar - Highest: 0.1890,
Lowest: 0.1777.
• USD/NGN-US Dollar
Nigerian Naira – Highest:
307.450,  Lowest:306.400 

■ ASIA
• JPY/USD - Japanese Yen
US Dollar-Highest: 0.00927,
Lowest: 0.00912. 
• HKD/USD - Hong Kong
Dollar US Dollar - Highest:
0.1279 Lowest: 0.1275
• INR/USD - Indian Rupee
US Dollar - Highest: 0.01417
Lowest: 0.01384. 
• KRW/USD - Korean Won
US Dollar - Highest:0.000867
Lowest: 0.000846 
• SGD/USD - Singapore Dol-
lar US Dollar – Highest:

0.7376  Lowest: 0.7311. 

■ AMERICAS
US Dollar Index Futures -
Dec 19 (DX) - Highest:
98.495, Lowest: 96.960. 
• USD/CAD - US Dollar
Canadian Dollar - Highest:
0.7628, Lowest:  0.7501.
• MXN/USD - Mexican Peso
US Dollar - Highest: 0.05250
Lowest: 0.05090. 
• ARS/USD - Argentinian
Peso US Dollar - Highest:
0.01685, Lowest: 0.01670. 
• BRL/USD - Brazil Real US
Dollar – Highest:0.2520,
Lowest: 0.2337.

■ EUROPE
• EUR/USD - Euro US Dollar
- Highest: 1.1177, Lowest:
1.0981.
• GBP/USD - British Pound
US Dollar - Highest: 1.2986,
Lowest: 1.2769. 
• EUR/CHF - Euro Swiss
Franc - Highest: 1.1038,
Lowest: 1.0863.
• RUB/USD - Russian Ruble

US Dollar - Highest: 0.01585,
Lowest: 0.01550.
• PLN/USD - Polish Zloty US
Dollar - Highest: 0.2630,
Lowest: 0.2543. 

■ MIDDLE EAST
• TRY/USD - Turkish Lira US
Dollar - Highest: 0.1761,
Lowest: 0.1715. 
• JOD/USD - Jordan Dinar
US Dollar - Highest: 1.4147,
Lowest: 1.4080. 
• KWD/USD - Kuwaiti Dinar
US Dollar - Highest: 3.2997,
Lowest: 3.2878. 
• ILS/USD - Israeli Shekel
US Dollar - Highest:0.2899
Lowest: 0.2829. 

■ OCEANIA
• AUD/USD - Australian Dol-
lar US Dollar - Highest:
0.6928, Lowest: 0.6752. 
• NZD/USD - New Zealand
Dollar US Dollar - Highest:
0.6467, Lowest: 0.6316. 
• FJD/USD - Fiji Dollar US
Dollar – Highest: 0.4672,
Lowest: 0.4484.

●FUNDS

●COMMODITIES

■ ENERGY
• Coal, Australia
$67/mt
• Coal, South Africa
$73.6/mt
• Crude oil, Brent
$62.7/bbl 
• Crude oil, Dubai
$61.4/bbl
• Crude oil, WTI
$57.1/bbl
• Natural gas, Eu-
rope $5.15/mmbtu 
• Natural gas, US
$2.65/mmbtu 
• Natural gas, LNG
Japan $9.98/mmbtu 

■ METALS &
MINERALS
• Aluminum
$1,775/mt 
• Copper $5,860/mt
• Iron Ore $85/dmt
• Lead $2,021/mt
• Nickel $15,172/mt
• Tin $16,335/mt
• Zinc $2,425/mt

■ PRECIOUS 
METALS
• Gold $1,471/toz
• Platinum $902/toz 
• Silver $17.2/toz

■ RAW MATERI-
ALS TIMBER
• Logs, Cameroon
$386.9/cum
• Logs, Malaysia
$273.4/cum
• Plywood
¢501.5/sheets 
• Woodpulp
$875.0/mt

■ OTHER RAW
MATERIALS
• Cotton $1.65/kg
• Rubber, RSS3
$1.54/kg
• Rubber, TSR20
$1.39/kg

■AGRICULTURE
&BEVERAGES
• Cocoa $2.52/kg
• Coffee, Arabica

$3.11/kg
• Coffee, Robusta
$1.62/kg
• Tea, Colombo
$3.20/kg
• Tea, Kolkata
$2.36/kg
• Tea, Mombasa
$2.26/kg

■ FOOD-OILS
& MEALS
• Coconut oil$836/mt
• Fishmeal $1,361/mt
• Groundnuts
$1,321/mt 
• Groundnut oil
$1,400/mt
• Palm oil $683/mt
• Palmkernel oil
$756/mt
• Soybean meal
$347/mt
• Soyabean oil
$775/mt
• Soyabeans $376/mt

■ GRAINS
• Barley $114.8/mt
• Maize $166.3/mt

• Rice, Thailand 5%
$421.0/mt
• Rice, Vietnam 5%
$328.2/mt
• Sorghum $161.9/mt
• Wheat, US HRW
$203.2/mt
• Wheat, US SRW
$223.5/mt

■ OTHERFOOD
• Meat, beef $5.94/kg
• Meat, chicken
$1.85/kg
• Oranges $0.53/kg
• Shrimp $13.68/kg
• Sugar, EU $0.36/kg
• Sugar, US $0.60/kg
• Sugar, World
$0.28/kg

■ FERTILISERS
• DAP $248/mt
• Phosphate Rock
$74/mt
• Potassium Chlo-
ride $265.5/mt
• TSP $264.0/mt
• Urea, E. Europe
$224.5/mt

●CRYPTOCURRENCIES

● CURRENCIES  

●ETFsWorld Government

10-Year Bond Yield 

Performance for U.S. Dollar Index, Euro/USD, British Pound/USD and Chinese Yuan/USD 
during Nov. 2019           . PRICES  &

Note: Monthly Average  (Nov.2019)
Source: World Bank Commodities Price Data (The Pink Sheet) 

NOTE:  Major FOREX rates performance during Nov.  2019

NOTE: Leading cryptocurrencies exchange rates during November
2019   Source: Investing.com

■ AFRICA
•Allan Gray Balanced
Fund A(0P0000IR01)
Highest: 107.557
Lowest:  105.891
Change: -0.333%
•Sanlam Namibia 
Active Fund A
(0P0000JZKG)
Highest: 11.217
Lowest: 11.162
Change: 0.477%

■ AMERICAS
• American Funds
Capital Income
Builder® Class A
(CAIBX)
Highest: 63.11 
Lowest: 62.33
Change: 1.52%
• DFA US Large Cap
Value Portfolio Insti-
tutional Class
(DFLVX)
Highest: 38.78 
Lowest: 37.69 
Change: 3.91%
• Dodge & Cox Inter-
national Stock Fund
(DODFX)
Highest: 43.81 
Lowest: 42.85 
Change:  1.77%
•Fidelity® 500 Index
Fund (FXAIX)
Highest: 109.90
Lowest: 106.69
Change: 3.62%
•First Eagle Global
Fund Class I (SGIIX)
Highest: 60.28
Lowest: 59.71 
Change: 0.57%
•Franklin Income
Fund Class A1
(FKINX)
Highest: 2.32
Lowest: 2.28 
Change: -0.87%
•Metropolitan West
Total Return Bond
Fund Class I
(MWTIX)
Highest: 11.07 
Lowest: 10.97

Change: -0.18%
•Pimco Total Return
Fund Institutional
Class (PTTRX)
Highest:  10.50 
Lowest: 10.38
Change:  -0.67%
•Prudential Total 
Return Bond Fund -
class Z (PDBZX)
Highest: 15.02 
Lowest: 14.84
Change: -0.20% 
•Schwab® S&p 500
Index Fund
(SWPPX)
Highest: 49.07 
Lowest: 47.63
Change: 3.63%
•T. Rowe Price Blue
Chip Growth Fund
(TRBCX)
Highest: 122.62
Lowest: 116.93
Change: 4.99%
•Vanguard 500 Index
Fund Admiral Shares
(VFIAX)
Highest: 291.92
Lowest: 283.37
Change:  3.63%

■ ASIA
•Templeton Global
Total Return Fund
A(mdis)sgd
(0P00009VE7
Highest:  8.400
Lowest:   8.250
Change: -1.196%
•Jpmorgan Japan
(yen) (acc) - Jpy
(0P00001DU1)
Highest: 39,360.000
Lowest: 37,980.000
Change:  2.910%
•Sun Life Mpf Hong
Kong Equity Fund A
(0P00008ST8)
Highest: 6.492 
Lowest:  6.166
Change: -1.912%
•Nomura India Eq-
uity (0P0000A072)
Highest: 26,399.000
Lowest: 25,454.000
Change:-0.769%

■ EUROPE
•Amundi 12 M I
(0P0000P0VQ)
Highest: 107,080.000
Lowest:  107,022.930
Change: - 0.013%
•Dws Deutschland Lc
(0P00000CT1)
Highest: 233.870
Lowest: 225.840
Change: 3.325%
•Allianz Europe 
Equity Growth Ct
Eur (0P00009QB4)
Highest:  265.930
Lowest:   258.620
Change:   4.808%
•NN Euro Obligatie
Fonds - P
(0P00000BA3)
Highest: 36.520
Lowest:36.180
Change: -0.247%

■ MIDDLE
EAST
•Emirates Global
Sukuk Fund
(LP65135728)
Highest: 16.342
Lowest: 16.262
Change: 0.363%
•Hsbc Amanah Saudi
Equity Fund
(0P0000I27T)
Highest: 26.83 
Lowest: 25.81
Change: 0.72%

■ OCEANIA
•Amp Capital En-
hanced Index Internt
Share (LP65021265)
Highest: 1.625 
Lowest: 1.553
Change: 4.637%
•Magellan Global
Fund (0P00009H7Y)
Highest: 2.635 
Lowest:  2.500
Change: 4.605%
•Anz Kiwisaver-
growth
(0P00009UU2)
Highest: 2.263 
Lowest: 2.205
Change: 2.869%

NOTE: World funds performance during November 2019.
Source: Investing.com

NOTE: ETFs  performance during November  2019.
Source: Investing.com
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OPINION

most half of the
world’s  large  invest-
ment funds  think the

stock  market  is due  a  correc-
tion in 2020, according  to  the
latest survey of their views con-
ducted   by  Natixis Investment.
Despite big gains for stocks and
bonds during 2019, institutional
investors are worried that stalled
trade talks, slow global growth,
and low yields could hurt portfo-
lio performance in 2020. But the question isn’t which
risk will do the damage, it’s more a question of when. 
Few see an upside in trade disputes. Almost three-
quarters (73%) project trade will have a negative im-
pact on performance. And with developed markets
delivering less than 2% growth, and emerging mar-
kets dropping to 4% or less, 67% of institutional in-
vestors also believe slow growth will have a negative
impact on investment performance. Even after a
decade of historically low rates, six in ten institutions
also believe the low yield environment will hamper
investment performance in 2020. Almost the same
number (58%) see the potential for asset bubbles to
thwart performance. Rising levels of public debt is
also on their minds, as nine out of ten (89%) are con-
cerned about its impact on global financial security.  
Andrew Benton, head of northern Europe for
Natixis Investment Managers, said that big-money in-
vestors “expect a global slowdown to come sooner
rather than later”, but “despite forecasts of recession
in the near term, uncertainty grips investors and is so
far preventing them from making meaningful changes
to portfolios as they adopt a wait-and-see approach”.
Natixis said its survey, conducted by pollster Core-
Data during Oct.-Nov. comprised responses from
pension funds, endowments, insurance firms  and
sovereign wealth funds based in 29 countries through-
out North and South America, the UK, continental
Europe, Asia and the Middle East.

ASSET MANAGEMENT

A wait and see
approach

PHOTO: 
Andrew Benton,
head of N. Eu-
rope Natixis In-
vestment 

Nov.-Dec.  2019

Art Cashin 
(Managing director of UBS Financial Service)

Veteran Wall Street trader Cashin, who’s patrolled the floor of the
NYSE for more than 50 years, shared with CNBC's Bob Pisani his
three predictions for the new year. Prediction one: Despite a still
strong U.S. economy, there will be no Fed rate hikes in the next
year. Prediction two: The market winning streak will continue
and the broader indexes will be up in 2020. Prediction
three: Stocks may be up, but there will be several periods of
volatility, particularly in January, March and July. 

S&P 500

BRENT CRUDE

10- YEAR YIELDS

WORLD MARKETS OUT-

LOOK 2020

MARKETS  OPINION   &

ISA expects
more tech
IPOs on TASE

Israel Securities Authority
(ISA) is banking on  Jef-

feries’ membership on the Tel
Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE)
to lead IPOs of Israeli high tech
companies into the local bourse. 
New-York based Jefferies
joined the TASE as a member in
June while on August 1,  it led
the TASE’s  long awaited initial
public offering that valued the
66 year-old bourse at 710 mil-
lion shekels ($205 million). 
Ms. Anat Guetta (pictured),
chair of the ISA since January
2018,  said she expects the
US financial services company
to underwrite high tech IPOs
onto TASE which has for years
been shunned by many in the
country’s sector in favor of for-
eign exchanges such as Nasdaq.
Most Israeli high tech firms ei-
ther list on other bourses, or find
private financing sources and
end up being bought by multi-
nationals.
“We are at a tipping point,”
Guetta told Reuters after the Eli
Hurvitz Conference on Econ-
omy and Society 2019 organis
ed by the Israel Democracy In-
stitute on Dec. 17. 
“We have a new foreign under-
writer ... The mission of Jef-
feries is to lead IPOs of Israeli
high tech companies into Tel
Aviv.” 
During her speech to the confer-
ence, Ms Guetta said that Is-
rael's capital market is cut off
from the success of high-tech. 

“It’s a loss for us as a
county,” she said. 
“Our economy is  losing
value over time.”

INDEX REVIEW

MSCI Revises
Frontier Markets
Index
Leading provider of research-based indices and ana-
lytics Morgan Stanley Capital International ( MSCI)
has made a change in the MSCI Frontier Market Index
as part of the company’s regular update cycle. There
will be 13 additions to and 17 deletions from the
MSCI Frontier Markets Small Cap Index. 
The 13 companies being added to the Index are: High
Tech Payment Systems  (Morocco) Jordan Islamic
Bank (Jordan) Aviation Lease and Finance Company,
Boubyan Petrochemicals (both from Kuwait) Dangote
Flour Mills,  Ecobank Transnational,  FBN
holdings (all from Nigeria) Ominvest (Oman), 
NATL  Life   Insurance,  Singer Bangladesh  (both
from Bangladesh) Petrokemija (Croatia) KCB
Group (Kenya),  and  Aerodrom  Nikola Tesla (Ser-
bia). The 17  companies that will be removed from the
Index are: Delta Holdings (Morocco), Saham Assur-
ance (Morocco), 
Commercial  Bank Ceylon (Sri Lanka), Khaleeji
Commercial Bank (Bahrain),  International Brew-
eries, Oando PLC, Total Nigeria (all from Nigeria),
Oman Flour Mills (Oman), Al Arafah Islamic Bank,
BSRM Steels,  Islamic  Bank Bangladesh, One Bank,
Padma Oil Company (all from  Bangladesh),  Bar-
clays  Bank of Kenya,  Cooperative Bank of Kenya,
Poulina Group Holdings  (Tunisia) and Hoang Anh
Gia Lai (Vietnam).  All  changes will be implemented
as of the close of November 26, 2019. 

IN 
FOCUS

J.P. Morgan Research expects
the oil price to peak in the first
three months of 2020 at $67
per barrel before dampening
as increased supply from non-
OPEC producers hits the mar-
ket. 

U.S. Treasury yields are set to
retrace to higher levels seen in
the second half of 2020, as
U.S. and global growth returns
above trend. J.P. Morgan Re-
search is targeting 2-year and
10-year yields to end 2020 at
1.6% and 2.05%, respectively.

BONDS

ECM volumes
saved by mam-
moth deals from
Aramco, Alibaba 

(SOURCE: J.P. MORGAN RES.)

The combination of an $840
billion deterioration in bond de-
mand and a $375 billion de-
crease in bond supply leaves
us with a net deterioration in
the bond supply/demand bal-
ance of around $460 billion in
2020, reversing this year’s
$400 billion improvement.

GLOBAL GDP GROWTH

J.P. Morgan Research fore-
casts 2020 global GDP growth
at 2.5%, with U.S. growth
slowing to 1.7% from 2.3% in
2019,  EM growth should im-
prove at the margin to 4.2%.

Fund Managers See
Goldilocks Scenario
The December survey of almost 200 global

fund managers by Bank of America  (BofA)

revealed that 20% of money managers now

think the world economy will experience

above-trend growth and below-trend inflation

next year. Allocation to global equities jumped

10 percentage points month-on-month to a net

31% overweight which is the highest level in

a year, while their cash levels — a gauge of risk aversion — are

the lowest since March 2013 at 4.2%. The BofA survey showed the

most ‘crowded’ trades were currently: #1 long U.S. tech & growth

stocks, #2 long U.S. Treasuries and #3 long investment grade cor-

porate bonds. Meanwhile, Haim Israel, BofA global strategist and

head of thematic research  released a list of the top investing themes

to watch over the next 10 years.  “We expect the 2020s will over-

haul old paradigms, disrupt business models, and produce new

trends that will shape our future. In the next 10 years, we should

see increased automation, a global recession, unprecedented inno-

vation, serious environmental challenges, the death of quantitative

easing, tectonic shifts in demographics and the end of globaliza-

tion,” Bank of America analysts led by Israel said.

audi Arabia made IPO history on Dec. 5, 2019, raising

$25.6 billion by selling shares in Saudi Aramco. The

giant state-owned oil monopoly sold 3 billion shares at

32 riyals ($8.53) each-the top of its indicative range - in the

world’s biggest initial public offering.   The sum raised by

Aramco surpassed the $25 billion garnered by Alibaba in 2014

when it entered Wall Street. 

Speaking of Alibaba, the Chinese online trading group raised

$12.9 billion in a secondary listing in Hong Kong on Nov. 26,

2019.  Back to Riyadh, the IPO gives Saudi Aramco a market

value of $1.7 trillion, which is short of the Crown Prince Mo-

hammed bin Salman’s initial valuation of $2 trillion. Foreign in-

vestors have remained skeptical about the company’s targeted

valuation, as well as harbouring doubts over its transparency and

governance practices. Aramco's offering in Tadawul makes the

Saudi exchange the world's ninth biggest stock market by value

of listed companies. Index providers MSCI, S&P Dow Jones

and FTSE Russell have all said they will fast-track the inclusion

of Aramco shares into their indices.  Investing in Aramco is a

bet on the price of oil. Would-be investors need to bear in mind

that commodities aren’t for the faint-hearted as they can endure

very significant price swings. 

The listings by Saudi Aramco and Alibaba rescued a sluggish

year for equity capital markets (ECM) in 2019. Proceeds from

ECM fell 4.7% to $659 billion in 2019, according to Refinitiv

data. The two deals accounted for 6% of the total raised.In Asia-

Pacific IPO just $64.6 billion was raised,  though the Alibaba

listing meant regional volumes were up 3.2% at $230.8 billion.

Proceeds from Europe IPOs decreased by 43.4% ($23.8 billion)

compared to 2018.In the Americas, there were just 213 IPOs,

which raised $53.9 billion. That is 20% fewer deals, and 10%

less money raised, than in 2018, according to EY. 

▶ Although there's nothing as exciting -- and risky -- as a red-

hot IPO, geopolitical trade tensions will continue to impact IPO

activity and the global ECM market could remain subdued

in 2020.
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In 2020, J.P. Morgan  Re-
search is setting its S&P 500
2020 price target at 3,400,
based on an earnings per
share (EPS) forecast of $180
with a multiple of around 19
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Paul Xiradis (Executive chairman & CIO at Ausbil)

Top fund manager Paul Xiradis flagged two potential nega-
tive tail risks for 2020. "The thing that worries me the most
is geopolitical uncertainty. That could be something that
destabilises things quite dramatically," he  told The Sydney
Morning Herald on Dec. 2. "The big risk is if interest rates
move up quite dramatically, just about every asset class will
be penalised. There will be nowhere to hide other than in
cash.” Sydney-based Ausbil is one of the world's leading
boutique fund managers, with approximately A$12 billion in
funds under management.

redit Suisse flagged two
areas of investment oppor-
tunity in China for 2020: E-
commerce and real estate. 

The investment bank predicts that rev-
enue and earnings in the  Chinese
property market will leap by 21% and
18%, respectively next year. In a brief-
ing on Dec. 2, Credit Suisse said that
Chinese authorities are likely to be

more supportive of investment growth
in the real estate sector in 2020.  “Val-
uations are at attractive levels. If poli-
cies are relaxed, valuations could
mean-revert  to their historical aver-
age, offering 20% upside,” it said,
adding that property stocks also pay
high dividend yields of 6.3%. Mean
reversion is a theory used in finance
that suggests that asset prices and his-
torical returns eventually will revert to
the long-run mean or average level of
the entire dataset. 
This mean can pertain to another rel-
evant average, such as economic
growth or the average return of an in-
dustry.  Online shopping will continue
to gain traction in Asia, the bank
added, pointing to how online retail
sales in China have outperformed
physical retail sales. 
That, in turn, is set to boost industrial
real estate assets. “Industrial assets
should benefit ... as the e-commerce
supply chain requires considerably
more warehouse and logistics space,”
Credit Swiss said.

ven though the U.S. stock mar-
ket continues a record-breaking
rally that has sent the bench-
mark S&P 500 ind

ex up nearly 25% for the year, investors
appear to be looking elsewhere for better
values in the year ahead. Top financial ad-
visers say more attractive valuations are
pushing them into Asian stocks and com-
panies that are positioned to benefit from

domestic consumption in emerging mar-
kets. Raj Sharma, a private wealth adviser
at Merrill Private Wealth Management,
who's been on Barron’s list of America’s
Top Financial Advisors for 16 straight
years through to 2019 told Marketwatch
on Dec. 21: 
“The emerging consumer is a very
durable investment theme”. Sharma, who
can also be found on Forbes’s 2019 Top
100 U.S. Wealth Advisors, notes that the
developed world’s population is shrinking
and getting older, but emerging markets
hold huge opportunity given the vast
numbers of younger people. He pointed
out that India has over 1.2 billion people
and 65% of the nation is under 35 years
old. According to him, investors can do
well in these markets by figuring out what
those consumers need to improve their
lifestyles, and the items they will buy,
such as billions of cars. 
“To do well consistently over time you
have to be a bit contrarian in the way you
look at things. If you always follow the
hard dot, you’re likely to be disap-
pointed,” Sharma explained.

EMERGING MARKETS

Look in India for bet-
ter values

Raj Sharma, 
private wealth adviser

Ray Farris, 
Credit Swiss CIO
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nities in China
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■ Top three industries 
to invest in 2020
Looking for an opportunity to build wealth in 2020?
There are so many investment opportunities these
days that it can actually be difficult to choose a sector
that has huge potential to help you earn big returns.
So, here are the best sectors to invest in next year, ac-
cording to India-based Analyticawire. 

■ Technology Sector
In today's digital era, it comes as no surprise that the
technology sector is prospering and evolving at a
rapid pace. And, even if you are not a tech-savvy per-
son, this sector has so many investment opportunities
and continues to grow at a very rapid pace. The tech-
nology sector includes several investment opportuni-
ties from major tech companies to smaller players
from the market that operate in certain areas of the
world. You could choose to invest in tech products
from software to computers, televisions, websites or
tech devices. So, what are you more interested in in-
vesting in? Is it artificial intelligence? Smartphones
or blockchain? Cryptocurrencies? Or maybe you
would like to invest in cybersecurity? Any of these
areas are very promising for the year to come and you
certainly would want to be part of it when there are
such huge returns to earn.
Moreover, the best thing about investing in technol-
ogy is the fact that you don't have to limit your invest-
ments to your area, you can invest worldwide. 

■ Health Sector
The health sector is another promising area that you
should pay attention to in 2020. There is a strong link
between the evolvement of the health sector and the
evolvement of technology. Thanks to the spectacular
capabilities of technology, the health sector is growing
at a rapid pace with multiple advanced medical tech-
nologies for you to invest in. We are talking about en-
hanced surgical tools, improved x-ray imagery, and

even robots that can support patients during recovery
at their own homes. Moreover, the pharmaceutical in-
dustry is also evolving very quickly these days creat-
ing a number of investment opportunities for
investors. As technology and health sectors work
alongside these days to provide the global population
with the best medical solutions, health and tech stocks
both have a great potential to become advantageous
long-term investment opportunities.

■ Financial Sector
We live in an era when the financial sector is nothing
like it used to be even a few years ago. The financial
sector is actually the area that evolved the most in the
last decade. Today's customers prefer using credit
cards or even their mobile phones to pay for their pur-
chases. And, there are many innovative new players
that have joined the financial sector who provide mil-
lennial customers with innovative services such as
PayPal or Visa. The financial and the technology sec-
tor are also strongly linked and work alongside to de-
velop the best financial solutions for consumers.
In 2020, these three sectors are expected to continue
to grow steadily. They all provide investors with a
number of opportunities that have the potential to re-
sult in huge returns. 

■ Five warnings 
for investors 
Geopolitical events have dominated the landscape in
2019, and many of this year’s concerns will be leak-
ing into 2020, influencing markets. “Two in three
global investors believe markets now are driven more
by geopolitical events than business fundamentals
such as profitability, revenue and growth potential”
UBS Global Wealth says. Some of the top events that
could significantly impact investors are:

■Trade tensions
CEOs from major corporations including J.P. Morgan,
General Motors, Johnson & Johnson CEO and Wal-

mart agree that heading into 2020, trade war concerns
remain at the top of their minds. Global investment
and trade in general have slowed due to the uncer-
tainty created by trade tensions. However, trade agree-
ments are vital to economic prosperity.

■ Fears of a recession
Economic growth continues to slow while economists
are fretting about a 2020 recession. The majority of
investors expect a global recession to kick-in before
the end of 2020, according to UBS. 

■ Security threats and
political  unrest
The year 2020 may throw up higher security risk  pri-
marily due to increased geopolitical volatility and
civil unrest. While risk remains across geographies,
including the Korean peninsula,  the Middle-East
North Africa (MENA) region continues to be a hotbed
from a political and security perspective.

■ US presidential 
election
Undoubtedly one of the biggest events for world mar-
kets in 2020 is the US election that will be held in No-
vember with US President Donald Trump trying to
win his second term in office.

■ Brexit
The UK is expected to leave the EU on 31 January
2020. At the end of the transition period on 31 De-
cember 2020, the UK is set to exit the EU’s customs
union and single market and enter newly negotiated
arrangements. 

WORLD TRENDS As a new decade dawns, the quest for investment returns is
not going to get any easier. In this issue  we explain what in-
vestors and traders should expect from the markets in 2020.
Below you will find investment ideas for the new year.

WORLD MARKETS

All-in-all, 2020 could be a year of volatility
for markets, new surprises might emerge,

therefore investors need to make sure they are
well prepared. 

n 2018 almost nothing
worked for investors.
Just about every single

asset class one can invest
in posted negative returns
or unchanged performance.
This year almost every in-
vestment worked with
nearly every single asset
class on track to finish 2019
in the green. 
The  S&P 500  is  up more
than 25% and is headed for
its biggest one-year gain
since 2013. Only 64 names
in the index, or 12%, are in
the red while all 11 S&P
500 sectors are entering
the homestretch of 2019
with positive returns. 
From stocks to treasuries to
gold to corporate bonds no
matter where investors
went, they reaped a profit
this year. 

NOTE: 
Year to date % change
SOURCE: Factset
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Andrew Sheng
( former central banker and financial  regulator )
Sheng, currently distinguished fellow at the Asia Global Institute, University of
Hong Kong, in an op-ed titled 

published on South
China Morning Post on Nov. 23 writes: “Negative interest rates have not encouraged
spending and have fuelled inequality. Instead of relying on central bankers to tweak
monetary policy, governments must initiate structural reforms. However, with
a global slowdown in the offing, this is unlikely to happen.”

How central banks and 
of hard-earned

money The side effects of monetary policy are punishing ordinary people more than you think

HOW NEGATIVE INTEREST 
RATES WORK

s a brief reminder, let’s recall first what
is an interest rate. “Interest rate is the
interest percent that a bank or other fi-
nancial company charges you when
you borrow money, or the interest per-
cent it pays you when you keep money
in an account"

In case of borrowing with positive interest rates, a $100
loan with a 5% rate means that one would have to repay
$105 in the future. With the negative rates, it is the op-
posite, $100 loan with -5% rate means $95 to repay, so
the borrower actually gains $5, excluding fees. In case
of keeping money in an account with positive rates, a
$100 deposit (e.g., saving account) at 5% will give you
$105 in the future, excluding tax. On the other hand,
with 5% negative interest rates for a $100 put in the
savings account only $95 will be returned. It means that
the depositor pays for the privilege of putting money
into the bank, sounds abstract right? If you like visual-
izations, here is a great video explanation, by CNBC’s
Geoff Cutmore.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CM5lxYW8Hg0

Indeed, it is all bananas, the financial system is broken.

SAVERS ARE HIT THE MOST

As of now, the negative interest rates have been intro-
duced in Japan, Eurozone, Denmark, Hungary, Nor-
way, Sweden, and Switzerland (see chart no 2).
Due to those developments, commercial banks have
been forced to pass negative rates on their customers'
accounts. So far, this unprecedented phenomenon been
seen the most in Germany.
At the end of September, Bundesbank (German central
bank) surveyed 220 commercial banks asking whether
they are charging negative rates on the clients' deposits,
that was two weeks after the European Central Bank
has cut its deposit rate from -0.4% to -0.5%. In re-
sponse, 58% of German banks said that they imposed
negative interest rates on the deposits of corporate
clients and 23% are doing the same for retail customers.
That’s a stunning statistic. To be even more specific I

brought examples of particular banks.

● 1. At the beginning of November, Deutsche Bank
AG, the largest German lender announced that it will
pass negative rates to large corporate clients and
wealthy individuals. Thus, most retail clients of this
bank can breathe a sigh of relief for now.
● 2. At the beginning of October Berliner Volksbank,
German second-largest cooperative lender has started
to charge retail clients with -0.5% rate on deposits ex-
ceeding 100,000 euros ($110,000).

● 3. Similar charges have been already implemented
in Denmark by Spar Nord Bank A/S, and Jyske Bank
A/S (second-largest listed lender) imposing -0.75% fee
on deposits exceeding 750,000 kroner ($110,000). As
well as Sydbank A/S, Denmark's third-biggest listed
bank (-0.6% charge on retail deposits larger than 7.5
million kroner or $1.1 million).

● 4. In Switzerland, UBS bank will introduce -0.75%
rates for clients holding more than 2 million francs ($2
million) and a yearly fee of 0.6% for its Swiss clients
for deposits above 500,000 euros ($560,000). Credit
Suisse plans to impose an -0.4% charge on euro ac-
counts of more than 1 million euros ($1.1 million).
Julius Baer and Pictet, smaller Swiss banks already
charge some clients with large deposits.

● 5. Absolutely astonishing, however, was the an-
nouncement that Volksbank Fürstenfeldbruck, small
German bank with 1.8 billion euros in assets, said that
it will charge new clients of -0.5% rates on savings ac-
counts with deposits of 1 EURO and above. This is the
first German lender passing costs of negative rates on
retail customers. The bank’s comments regarding this
decisions are quite telling: “The negative rate is set by
the ECB[European Central Bank],” “We have to park
the new client money somewhere.”

● 6. In addition, as Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung re-
cently reported, “Frankfurter Volksbank, one of the
country’s largest cooperative lenders, is considering
going even further and charging some new customers
0.55% for all their deposits”
To make you more aware of the figures we're talking
about...  As chart no 3 shows, German savers currently
hold €2.38 trillion ($2.64 trillion) in retail bank de-
posits or 66% of the German GDP (Gross Domestic
Product). Furthermore, according to the Bundesbank
(German central bank), 25% of the total deposits from

private households and 79% of corporate customers are
subject to negative interest rates in Germany. That
means $0.66 trillion of household deposits in Germany
are charged by negative rates!!
Can we bring similar conclusions in case of the entire
European Union? I think yes and this is why.
In 2016, Intrum Justitia, surveyed 21,000 consumers
in 21 European Countries asking where do they put
their savings. The survey showed that 69% of Euro-
peans put savings into savings accounts despite zero or
negative interest. 26% kept savings in cash, while 16%
in stocks.In Denmark and Sweden, where rates are neg-
ative, almost 80% of people put their surplus cash in
bank accounts. The same number applied to France,
the U.K. and the Netherlands.
Will this trend with banks punishing customers con-
tinue? With the current central banks’ policies, it is very
likely as there are signs that they are ready to cut rates
even further in case the economy will not improve. The
problem is that the lower the interest rates, the more
people try to save for the future. Since the beginning
of 2018, despite the dramatic drop in 10-year German
bond yields (they follow trends in interest rates – or-
ange line chart no 1), the households saving rate in 28
European Union countries have substantially increased
(green line), diverging from the 10 years falling trend.
Thus, it looks like the idea of negative rates just exac-
erbates the problem. Instead of spending more (the
lower the interest rate, the lower the cost of credit), they
actually save more.

CONCLUSION

We are living in unprecedented times where prudent
and safe money approach is punished whereas bor-
rowing and debt piling is rewarded. Policymakers at
all costs want to change people's spending habits in
order to create economic growth. For some time it may
work, but this is the consumer or an enterprise who
decides when to spend money or when to save it. 
In one of the speeches, the European Central Bank
President, Christine Lagarde said: "We should be
happier to have a job than to have our savings pro-
tected". The problem is that economic growth and
low unemployment will not last forever, and savings
are the cushion that helps to get through the tough
times.
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We are living in 
unprecedented
times where 
prudent and safe
money approach is
punished whereas
borrowing and debt
piling is rewarded. 
Policymakers at all
costs want to
change people's
spending habits in
order to create 
economic growth. 
For some time it
may work, but this
is the consumer or
an enterprise who
decides when to
spend money or
when to save it. 
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1.German bond yields ( Refinitiv Datastream )     2.European Central Banks Negative Rates (kkr.com) 3.Germany Total Retail Deposits ( Bloomberg )
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TIME for Reflection, 

HOPE

and Renewed Optimism


